of this letter to Ridge et al, along with an offer to provide any information necessary to correct this study.
Mutations at codon 974 of the DPYD gene are a rare event
Sir
We regret to inform you of an error made in a recently published article in the British Journal of . 'Mutations at codon 974 of the DPYD gene are -a rare event' from Ridge et al (1997) . In this study, Ridge et al attempted to determine the frequency of a mutation originally described by our laboratory in 1995 (abstract presented at the American Association of Cancer Research, AACR). Unfortunately, the authors of this study misin- After a careful review of this article, we have determined that Ridge et al assigned the first adenosine nucleotide in the initiating methionine as the number 1 position. This resulted in the incorrect assignment of codon 974 as the site of the mutation (Figure 1 ). We concur with Ridge et al that the frequency of this mutation should be determined in the population and will therefore forward a copy 
